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Introduction
In this elementary model for the adapatation of
a population to changing environmental condi-
tions, the main focus is to gain more insight in
the contribution of the various mutations.
A first issue that will be highlighted in this
poster is the existence of a critical value of en-
vironmental change beyond which adaptation is
not sufficient to prevent large extinction.

Ecological aspects
(Nt)t≥0 : size of the population

(Xt)t≥0 : gap relative to the moving optimum
we assume that the growth rate only depends

on this adaptation coordinate Xt

Environmental change :
for simplicity, translation of the optimum at

constant speed v
compensated by the fixation of mutations in

the population

Population adaptating

Figure 1: Following the moving optimum

Figure 2: Stabilization of the population size

Conclusion and Perspectives
Intuitively, we expect to have some unique QSD
when adaptation is quick to compensate the
change in order to avoid extinction. Our proof
relies however on the fact that even among sur-
viving populations, profiles too largely unviable
cannot be maintained for a long time. The crit-
ical speed is in a way the frontier between these
two regimes of adaptation.
Another interesting issue is to understand how the "nat-
ural" profile of new mutations – in one individual – is
biased when we look at the effects of mutations in the
past of a typical surviving population.
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Formalization of the stochastic process
Extinction happens at time τ∂ as soon as Nt reaches 0 (no more individuals in the population),

with Nt = n+

∫ t

0

(
r(Xs) Ns − cp (Ns)2

)
ds+ σ

∫ t

0

√
Ns dBs,

where B is a Brownian Motion and r(x) −→
|x|→∞

−∞ (extreme values of Xt are not viable)

General model for adaptation :

Xt = x− v t+
∫
[0,t]×Rd×R+

w 1{u≤f(Ns) g(Xs−, w)} M(ds, dw, du),

where M is a Poisson Point Process of intensity ds ν(dw) du.
In the case f is bounded (g ≤ 1), our model can also be described this way :

Let M = {Ti}i≥1 be a Poisson Point Process with intensity ‖f‖∞, ie inter-time are exponential r.v.
(Wi)i≥1 ∼ ν(dw) be iid rv (effect of the mutations),
(Ui)i≥1 ∼ U([0, 1]) be iid rv (filtering of the Point Process)

Xt = x− v t+
∑
Ti≤t

1{Ui≤ 1
‖f‖∞

f(NTi
) g(XTi−,Wi)} Wi

Existence and uniqueness of a quasi-stationary distribution
Convergence with exponential speed to a unique QSD α, uniformly over the initial condition :

∃ζ > 0, ∀µ ∈M1

(
R× R∗+

)
, ∃C(µ) > 0,∀t > 0,

‖Pµ [(X, N)t ∈ (dx, dn) | t < τ∂ ]− α(dx, dn)‖TV ≤ C(µ) e−ζt

Details of the proofs and the assumptions to appear shortly.
No assumption biologically unrelevant - except maybe r(x) −→

|x|→∞
−∞ that cannot be observed !

This result holds for any value of v : no critical value can be obtained this way !

Simulation of the QSD
The random profile of a long-term surviving
population :

α(dx, dn) ∼ Pµ [(X, N)t ∈ (dx, dn) | t < τ∂ ]

Figure 3: Well adapting population

Figure 4: Limit of adaptation

Figure 5: Adaptation compelled

Survival capacity

η(x, n) ∼
P(x, n)(t < τ∂)

Pα(t < τ∂)

Figure 6: Well adapting population

Figure 7: Limit of adaptation

Figure 8: Adaptation compelled


